In the field of fluid mechanics, the resolution of computational schemes has outpaced experimental methods and widened the gap between predicted and observed phenomena in fluid flows. Thus, a need exists for an accessible method capable of resolving three-dimensional (3D) data sets for a range of problems. We present a novel technique for performing quantitative 3D imaging of many types of flow fields. The 3D technique enables investigation of complicated velocity fields and bubbly flows. Measurements of these types present a variety of challenges to the instrument. For instance, optically dense bubbly multiphase flows cannot be readily imaged by traditional, non-invasive flow measurement techniques due to the bubbles occluding optical access to the interior regions of the volume of interest. By using Light Field Imaging we are able to reparameterize images captured by an array of cameras to reconstruct a 3D volumetric map for every time instance, despite partial occlusions in the volume. The technique makes use of an algorithm known as synthetic aperture (SA) refocusing, whereby a 3D focal stack is generated by combining images from several cameras post-capture 1 . Light Field Imaging allows for the capture of angular as well as spatial information about the light rays, and hence enables 3D scene reconstruction. Quantitative information can then be extracted from the 3D reconstructions using a variety of processing algorithms. In particular, we have developed measurement methods based on Light Field Imaging for performing 3D particle image velocimetry (PIV), extracting bubbles in a 3D field and tracking the boundary of a flickering flame. We present the fundamentals of the Light Field Imaging methodology in the context of our setup for performing 3DPIV of the airflow passing over a set of synthetic vocal folds, and show representative results from application of the technique to a bubble-entraining plunging jet.
Volume Illumination Setup
1. Determine the appropriate method for illuminating the measurement volume based on the specific measurement method being applied to the flow field. For particle image velocimetry (PIV) a laser volume is used. 2. Select a laser with a pulse rate that can achieve the desired temporal resolution of the measurement. The laser may be single pulsed for time-resolved or double pulsed for frame-straddling 3 . 3. Use optical lenses to form the laser beam into a light volume that covers the measurement volume. 4 . Seed the volume with tracer particles suitable for PIV measurements 3 . The concentration of particles in the fluid should be large enough to achieve the desired spatial resolution, but not so large as to reduce the SNR in SA refocused images below an acceptable level. Reference 1 contains a thorough study of achievable seeding density, but as a rule of thumb an image density of 0.05-0.15 particles per pixel (ppp) is appropriate for most experiments with 8 or more cameras. For a fixed number of cameras, the particles per pixels decreases for larger volume depth dimensions.
Camera Array Calibration
1. Calibration requires capturing a series of images in each camera with a calibration target (e.g. a checkerboard grid, see Figure 2 ) in multiple locations throughout the measurement volume. First, choose between two types of calibration: either a multi-camera self-calibration method or imaging a known calibration target that is precisely moved through the field of interest. 2. Establish a reference coordinate system in the measurement volume. This coordinate system is often chosen in a manner that is relevant for the experiment (e.g. aligned with the axis of a cylinder, originating at the leading edge of a flat plate, etc). Here we have chosen to place our grids in the X-Y plane aligned on points along the Z-axis (Figure 1 ). 3. If using a multi-camera self-calibration algorithm 4, 5 the calibration target locations can be random, except for one location that is precisely located in the reference coordinate system. The location of calibration points on this precisely located target must be known with high accuracy. In each camera, capture an image of the target in each location similar to Figure 2 . 4. If not using a multi-camera self-calibration algorithm, then the calibration target must be precisely placed in several locations in the measurement volume such that the orientation of the target in the reference coordinate system is known with high accuracy. In each camera, capture an image of the target in each location. 5. Identify points on the target in each camera for each image. For self-calibration, image point correspondences across all cameras are required 5 , but explicit reference-to-image point correspondences are only required for the points generated by the precisely located target. For the precisely traversed calibration method, explicit reference-to-image point correspondences are required for all points in all cameras. 6. Apply the chosen calibration algorithm to calibrate all cameras. Here we have chosen to utilize a multi-camera self-calibration algorithm 4, 5 (open source http://cmp.felk.cvut.cz/~svoboda/SelfCal/) and the resulting camera locations relative to the planes of interest are shown in 
Timing, Triggering and Data Collection
1. Quantitative, time-resolved light field imaging requires all cameras and illumination sources to be accurately synchronized, often to a relevant experimental event. 2. An external pulse generator is used to trigger the camera exposures and illumination sequences. Program the appropriate timing pulse sequences on the pulse generator. For the vocal fold experiment, we use a frame-straddling sequence, whereby the laser is pulsed close to the end of one camera exposure and near the beginning of the next 3 . 3. If triggering from an experimental event, ensure that an appropriate signal is generated and input to the pulse generator. 4. If manually triggering, make provisions for triggering the pulse generator. 5. Begin the experimental data capture by initiating the camera capture and illumination sequence via the chosen triggering method. 6. Although it sounds trivial, when acquiring the large amount of data associated with a multi-camera light field-imaging experiment a good naming convention is crucial. It is helpful to consider how the data will be used from capture to final analysis when developing the naming convention.
Synthetic Aperture Refocusing
1. We will now generate a 3D focal stack of images to produce a synthetically refocused volume. First, define the spacing between focal planes and overall refocusing depth to be used in the refocused volume 1, 7 . Typically, the focal plane spacing is set to half the depth resolution and the total refocusing depth is governed by the region where all camera fields of view overlap. The focal planes will be perpendicular to the Z-axis of the reference coordinate system. 2. Define the scale to apply to the images upon reprojection into the measurement volume. The scale should be consistent with the magnification of the raw images in order to avoid significant over-sampling or under-sampling of the reprojected images. 3. Establish transformations between each camera image plane and each synthetic focal plane. 4. Perform image preprocessing to remove background noise and accommodate for differences in intensity between images 5. Reproject images onto the synthetic focal planes, apply the scale and re-sample the images. A set of built-in Matlab functions (image processing toolbox a ) can handle these tasks given the plane-to-plane transformations.
6. On each synthetic focal plane, apply either the additive or multiplicative SA refocusing algorithm 1, 7 . For 3D SAPIV applications, we have had good success with additive SA (as applied to the vocal folds here). For backlit bubble images, the multiplicative SA has yielded superior results. As a check apply the refocusing to one plane of the calibration images to see if the reconstruction appears as expected.
Volume Post-processing
1. To estimate the original objects in the volume that generated the light field requires a processing step known as reconstruction. Several algorithms exist ranging from simple intensity thresholding 1 to gradient-based focus metrics 7 to more complex 3D deconvolution 8 . Choose a reconstruction algorithm appropriate for the application. For PIV, we have had success with both intensity thresholding and 3D deconvolution. We use intensity thresholding here to form a focal stack. Two focal stacks from time 1 (t 1 ) and time 2 (t 2 )are cross-correlated to form a vector field. The 3D Light Field Imaging method inherently results in objects that are elongated in the depth dimension, which can affect PIV accuracy; a good reconstruction algorithm attempts to mitigate this elongation. 2. After the reconstruction step, features in the volume may need to be or extracted to allow for measurement of size, shape, etc. The algorithms used for feature extraction are varied and depend on the application 7 . To extract bubbles, for example, requires a means of localizing bubble features and defining their size. For PIV applications, we do not explicitly extract particles and this step can be skipped. 
Representative Results
High-quality raw PIV images contain uniformly distributed particles appearing with high contrast against the black background (Figure 4a) . To compensate for non-uniform illumination across the image, image pre-processing can be performed to remove bright regions, adjust contrast and normalize the intensity histograms across all the images from all cameras (Figure 4b) . When the experiment is seeded to an appropriate density and an accurate calibration is performed, the SA refocused images will reveal in focus particles on each depth plane ( Figure 5) . If the measurement volume is over seeded, the SNR in the refocused images will be low making it difficult to reconstruct the particles. SA refocused images with good SNR can be thresholded to retain in focus particles on each depth plane. Figure 6 shows two thresholded images from two time steps at the Z = -10.6 mm depth plane. The thresholded volume is then parsed into interrogation volumes that contain an adequate number of particles for performing PIV 3 . Applying a 3DPIV algorithm to the parsed volume yields a fluid velocity field shown in Figure 7 ; in this case, the flow field is that induced by a model vocal fold. The velocity of the flow field outside the jet is very small, thus very few vectors can be seen outside this region. At t = 0 msec the vocal fold is closed and very little velocity in the field is present. The largest speed in the jet at t = 1 msec moves in the positive y direction and reduces in intensity from t = 2 to 4 msec. The fold closes at t = 5 msec reducing the jet velocity and the cycle is repeated. These images do not have the same smoothness as many previous authors 9 who present up to 100 averaged images as each velocity field presented represents a single snapshot in time. As a point of reference, previous simulations have shown typical errors on calculated velocities to be on the order of 5-10% on each velocity component, which includes error from the PIV algorithm itself 1 ; for the algorithm we are using (MatPIV 11 adapted for 3D), this error is known to be large relative to other codes.
Bubbly flows are another area of scientific interest that can benefit from the 3D capabilities of Light Field Imaging. The SA technique can be similarly applied to bubbly flow fields, where the laser light is replaced with diffuse white backlighting, which results in images such as that shown in Figure 8a where the bubbles edges appear dark against the white background. After self-calibration, the multiplicative variant of the SA algorithm can be applied to yield a focal stack with bubbles sharply focused on the depth plane corresponding to the depth of the bubble and blurred from view on other planes, as shown in Figure 8b- 
Simple thresholding is not an adequate method for extracting the bubbles, instead a series of advanced feature extraction algorithms are utilized as detailed in 
Discussion
Several steps are critical for proper execution of a Light Field Imaging experiment. Lens selection and camera placement should be carefully chosen to maximize the resolution within the measurement volume. Calibration is perhaps the most critical step, as the SA refocusing algorithms will fail to produce sharply focused images without accurate calibration. Fortunately, multi-camera self-calibration facilitates accurate calibration with a relatively low level of effort. Uniform illumination in all images that provides good contrast between the objects of interest and the background is also necessary, although image processing can normalize the images to a degree.
Timing is also important when performing SA on volumes that have moving objects. If each camera is not triggered to take an image at the same time, the image reconstruction will obviously be inaccurate. For the experiments in this paper we utilized the timing sequence shown in Figure 7 .
The 3D Light Field Imaging applications presented herein involve a spatial resolution trade-off. For example, 3D SAPIV can reconstruct particle volumes from optically dense particle images, but the particles are distributed throughout a (potentially large) volume. For 2D PIV, the particles are distributed over a thin sheet, and thus images with the same particle density correspond to a much larger density in the measurement volume. Nonetheless, the 3D SAPIV method allows for much larger seeding densities that other 3D PIV methods 1 . Another potentially limiting consideration is the relatively large computational intensity associated with Light Field Imaging methods; computational complexity is typical for image-based 3D reconstruction methods such as tomographic-PIV We offer open source versions of the codes used herein for the academic community via our website http://www.3dsaimaging.com/ and we encourage users to give us feedback and participate in improving and supplying useful codes for the quantitative light field community.
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